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Abstract

Objectives—To investigate the cause of sporadic motor neuron disease (MND) by twin study, so allowing (1) estimation of the genetic contribution, and (2) collection of matched pairs for a case-control study of possible environmental factors.

Methods—10 872 death certificates bearing the diagnosis MND were collected from 1979 to 1989 inclusive. Inspection of individual birth entries allowed identification of potential twins. The status of each co-twin was determined and contact made through the National Health Service Central Register (NHS-CR) and their general practitioner (GP). The diagnosis of MND was verified via the co-twin and relatives, and medical records where available. Zygosity was assessed using a recognised questionnaire. Details concerning environmental exposures and health were gathered by interview of co-twin and relatives using a semistructured questionnaire. Heritability (h²) of MND was estimated, and the environmental information was analysed by conditional logistic regression modelling.

Results—Seventy seven probands were identified, of whom 26 were monozigotic and 51 dizygotic. Four monozigotic probands were concordant, but two probands came from a family known to have familial MND. The estimated heritability was between 0-38 and 0-85. Most environmental risk factors were not significant. Regular vehicle maintenance (odds ratio (OR) = 7-0; 95% confidence interval (95% CI) 1-3-89-9) and occupational paint usage (OR = 3-75; 95% CI 1-0-17-1), however, occurred significantly more often in the affected cases.

Conclusions—This “death discordant” method for twin collection has proved to be viable, and has allowed the ascertainment of a large population sample in a rare disease. The genetic role in sporadic MND is substantial, and higher than expected. Exposure to industrial chemicals, particularly constituents of petrochemicals and paints, may contribute to the aetiology of MND.

Familial aggregation of motor neuron disease (MND) was first acknowledged in 1955, and has been estimated to range between 5% and 10% of the total incidence of MND. Similar familial patterns are seen in 5%–10% of cases of Alzheimer’s disease and 15%–20% of cases of Parkinson’s disease. Familial does not necessarily mean genetic, and non-genetic shared environmental factors could be important. Many familial MND pedigrees exhibit autosomal dominant patterns of inheritance, with an equal male:female ratio. Other pedigrees seem to show dominant inheritance but with incomplete penetrance, which is associated with the wide age range of disease onset or predisposition to early death from another cause.

In such a rare disease the familial-sporadic distinction may be difficult to make reliably, as apparently sporadic cases may simply be due to the low prevalence. In familial MND tight genetic linkage has been shown between a familial MND marker and a gene found on chromosome 21q that encodes a cytosolic Cu/Zn-binding superoxide dismutase (SOD1). This is a homodimeric metalloenzyme, the altered activity of which may lead to accumulation of neurotoxic free radicals. It is possible that similar genetic factors may also play a part in apparently sporadic cases of MND; three cases of non-familial MND have been described with the SOD1 mutation.

The classic twin study

The relative importance of genetic and environmental factors in disease aetiology can be assessed by studying twins. This is a first step in the study of most diseases, as the interactions of genetic and environmental factors are likely to be of most importance in the search for prevention and cure. The frequency of the relevant disease occurring in both members of a twin pair is calculated (concordance), and the concordance rates of identical and fraternal twins compared. If the concordance rate for the study disease is high in pairs of identical (monozigotic) twins, and much lower for fraternal (dizygotic) twins, then this implies a major genetic influence, strongly related to prevalence of disease. Equal concordance in monozigotic and dizygotic twins implies that environmental influences are more important.

When ascertainment of affected cases appropriate, wampli population, concordance rates may be used to derive estimates for inheritance of liability, by analysing the
rates in combination with prevalence rates.17 This provides a quantitative estimate of the extent of genetic influences on the disease in the sample.

There have been no previous systematic twin studies of MND to provide an indication of the relative importance of genes and environment, only some case study reports,18–20 and a case-control study of discordant pairs using a sample recruited by advertisements.21

The case-control twin study

Twins may be considered as matched pair case-controls for the study of disease aetiology.22 They have an additional advantage over other matched pair designs in that they are also genetically matched, monozygotic twins sharing 100% of their genes and dizygotic twins 50% on average. Some over matching of early shared environment could occur, as the twins are usually reared together in the same family. However, the examination of pairs of twins discordant for MND provides another useful method for clarifying the possible role of environmental risk factors said to be important in MND.2324 The present report provides brief details of environmental factors found to be significantly associated with risk for MND (to occur more often in the affected probands than in their unaffected co-twins) or to protect against it (to occur less often in the affected probands).

Methods

A population based twin study was chosen to examine the relative genetic and environmental contribution to sporadic MND. This design incorporates the collection of a systematically ascertained sample of twins which will be representative of the diseased population, provided the general principles of such studies are followed.

Traditional methods of twin pair ascertainment would have provided a very small sample within Great Britain (19–34 pairs). Therefore, a novel methodology was devised using mortality data from which twins were identified and their co-twins traced. A comprehensive description and evaluation of this methodology was published recently.25 Briefly, details of all registered deaths due to MND in England and Wales from 1979 to 1989 were matched against birth records of the individual patients (9371 cases) and all the twin births identified. The current status of the co-twins and their whereabouts were then traced through the National Health Service Central Register (NHS-CR) system.

Validation of MND diagnosis in case twins

Attempts to validate the diagnosis were made by requesting hospital and general practice records using information given on the death certificate. Records were only available for a limited number of patients (20), because many records had already been destroyed. A neurologist studied those remaining to verify the death certificate diagnosis and all intervie-
the environmental factors. Although these pairs were not strictly matched as the same sex twins, this decision was justified because the group contained equal numbers of male and female cases and controls, which allows the balancing of exposures that could be sex related.

Results

OVERVIEW OF SAMPLE

A total of 128 pairs, in which at least one twin died from MND, were identified from the study population which comprised 9371 cases (MND deaths) during the period 1979–89. This gives a twinning rate of 1:70 live births between 1900–50, which is slightly greater than the first published rate of 1:80 live births in 1938–40.13 Meticulous tracing strategies for the co-twins identified the following co-twin status: 58 living, 31 adult deaths, 29 infant deaths, and 10 untraceable.

The co-twins of two previously defined index cases, who also died from MND, were identified independently during death certificate processing and therefore regarded as index twins. This gave a sample of 130 probands. When those with co-twins who were untraceable or died in infancy were disregarded, the 130 probands reduced to 91 probands.

Sixty eight (74.7%) probands had same sex co-twins and 23 (25.3%) had different sex co-twins (table 1). The sex distribution among the probands was 50 males and 41 females, a ratio of 1:2.1, and the mean age at death was 63.4 (SD 9.6), with a range of 37–85 years.

Probands with living co-twins

Forty seven of the 58 living co-twins agreed to be interviewed. Of the remaining 11, two lived abroad, access to two was denied by the GP because of ill health (one with senile dementia, one with psychotic depression), and seven refused to participate. However, of these 11, relatives of six probands supplied some information about the twin pairs concerned, including probable zygosity. The remaining five consisted of two different sex pairs; and the zygosity of the others was obtained from the co-twin, or their medical records, via their GP. These GPs also confirmed that the co-twins did not have MND.

Probands with adult death co-twins

Positive contact was made with the relatives of 19 probands when both twins had died. Attempts to contact the others were unsuccessful (12). The participating relatives provided some information regarding the lifestyles of both twins, including probable zygosity.

ZYGOSITY VERIFICATION

No information was available for 10 out of 68 same sex probands. Among the remaining 58, questionnaire data identified 25 monozygotic and 30 dizygotic probands and GPs provided information about the remaining three probands. Thus 26 monozygotic and 32 dizygotic probands were identified, of which two monozygotic pairs were double proband pairs—that is, both died from MND. Nineteen pairs of different sex probands and co-twins were included in the genetic calculations, giving a total of 77 probands with reliable zygosity diagnosis.

DETERMINATION OF THE GENETIC CONTRIBUTION TO MND

No co-twins had symptoms of MND at interview. None of the co-twins who died from other disorders before the study period had undisclosed MND according to the relatives interviewed. Therefore among this twin sample, four monozygotic probands from two pairs were identified as concordant for MND, but no dizygotic pairs were found to be concordant.

Before a concordance rate for sporadic MND among monozygotic twins was calculated, two factors had to be considered: (1) The removal of any discordant monozygotic probands with a family history of MND suggesting the inheritance of autosomal dominant familial MND.27 This resulted in the exclusion of two probands from one discordant pair; (2) The possible delay of MND developing in subsequent family members as suggested by the age variation in familial MND pedigrees. It was decided that when the co-twin died before the proband (three monozygotic pairs and seven dizygotic pairs), these pairs should not be considered discordant for the disease when determining the concordance rate and were therefore excluded from the calculations.

Monozygotic probandwise concordance rate

The monozygotic probandwise concordance rate—15.4% (SEM 7.1%), or binomial exact 95% CI 4.4%–34.9%)—was calculated using the basic monozygotic proband numbers obtained (four discordant probands out of 26). However, after removing from the calculation the concordant probands with familial MND and those probands with a co-twin dying before themselves, the amended monozygotic proband concordance rate was 9.5% (SEM 6.4%), or binomial exact 95% CI: 1.2%—30.4%—that is, two discordant probands out of 21. In turn this produced the following estimate for the monozygotic “correlation of liability”,15 “r2 = 0.717 (SEM 0.130), or in percentage terms “r2 = 71.7% (SEM 13%), based on an MND prevalence of 5:100 000. These figures are founded on one pair only, but confidence that this figure truly reflects the genetic influence in MND is supported by the pair being female, therefore their

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Twin sample portion</th>
<th>Twin pairs n</th>
<th>Like-sexed pairs</th>
<th>Male n (%)</th>
<th>Female n (%)</th>
<th>Unlike-sexed pairs</th>
<th>Female co-twin n (%)</th>
<th>Male co-twin n (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Twin sample portion</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>68 (74.7)</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>23 (25.3)</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adult death co-twin portion</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>45 (77.6)</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>13 (22.4)</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adult death co-twin portion</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>23 (69.7)</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>10 (30.3)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
disorder cannot have been Kennedy's syndrome, and that there was no suspicion of any other affected family members. These twins died from a rapidly progressing MND within 20 months of each other, aged 57 and 59.

Dizygotic probandwise concordance rate

It was not possible to directly calculate a probandwise concordance rate for the dizygotic twins as no concordant dizygotic pairs were found, an indication of the difficulty of studying a rare disease. Two logical alternatives can be applied to provide estimates of the dizygotic concordance rate so that heritability estimates can be made. These are: (1) using the sibling rate for the disease calculated from all the siblings who lived to adulthood (> 20 years) among the twins’ families. In a total population, sibling rate should equal dizygotic concordance rate; and (2) calculating the dizygotic probandwise concordance rate for the twin sample obtained, assuming that the next case identified through death certification who is from a dizygotic pair, is found to be concordant for MND after the co-twin has been traced. This technique has been used elsewhere.

These two solutions can be used to provide estimated boundaries for the dizygotic concordance rate. If it is assumed that the next dizygotic proband identified would be from a pair concordant for MND, the estimate for dizygotic concordance would be 2.22% (SEM 2.20%, or binomial exact 95% CI: 0.06%–11.8%). Among the sibling data collected for the study twins, only one in 399 had probable MND, giving an estimate for dizygotic concordance of 0.25% (SEM 0.25%, or binomial exact 95% CI 0%–1.4%). Using these figures to calculate the estimated limits of dizygotic “correlation of liability” “r" fell between 0.53 (SEM 0.10) and 0.29 (SEM 0.004). Genetic contribution to sporadic MND

By using the proxy dizygotic correlations, the range in which the estimate heritability \( (h^2) \) lies can be calculated.\(^{19} \) Using \( h^2 = 2(\rho_Z - \rho_{Y}) \), \( h^2 \) ranged between 0.38 and 0.85, (using “r” for the next affected case estimate and “r” from the sibling rate respectively).

THE ENVIRONMENTAL QUESTIONNAIRE DATA

As monozygotic twins comprised only one third of the sample, all monozygotic and dizygotic pairs were included in case-control analysis. Data were available from 70 pairs of discordant twins. Eight possible risk factors for MND were identified when the environmental variables were analysed individually (table 2). There were also five factors which appeared to be associated with protection from MND (table 3).

Many variables were examined in this exploratory analysis, because there are few consistent known risk factors for MND but many have been suggested.\(^{23}24\) This produced a total of 13 significant results, some of which may have been chance findings because of the many variables investigated, and therefore the significance levels should be interpreted conservatively. To take account of this, a multivariate approach was taken and the significant variables were subjected to conditional logistic regression, which allows for the related effects of several variables on each other to be taken into account.

CONDITIONAL LOGISTIC REGRESSION MODELLING

One variable which was significant in univariate analyses—head injury—was excluded from the conditional logistic regression model, because of the large number of twin pairs with missing data for this variable. All other significant variables (tables 2 and 3) were used to construct a conditional logistic regression model. Twelve death discordant pairs used in the individual variable analysis above, were excluded in the conditional logistic regression model because of incomplete data across all variables.

After manipulation of the conditional logistic regression model by fitting different combinations of the variables, only two were found that consistently contributed to the model at a significant level (“occupational paint exposure” and “car/vehicle maintenance” on a regular basis). All the others were therefore removed from the final model. Within the conditional logistic regression model selected, occupational paint exposure yielded an OR = 1.68 (95% CI 0.96–2.94); and car/vehicle maintenance yielded an OR = 9.68 (95% CI 1.23–74.47).

The combined risk of these two variables with regard to MND was significant (p <
Table 4  Comparison of the characteristics of the complete twin sample with the MND death certificate population

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MND death certificate population</th>
<th>Complete MND twin sample</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean age at death 66-4 (SD 10-4) y</td>
<td>Mean age at death 64-5 (SD 10-1) y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age range 13-89 y</td>
<td>Age range 33-85 y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male:female ratio 1:2:1</td>
<td>Male:female ratio 1:3:1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twin type proportions 1938-40</td>
<td>MND twin sample proportions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Like-sexed twins 64-4%</td>
<td>Like-sexed twins 67-2% = 86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unlike-sexed twins 35-6%</td>
<td>Unlike-sexed twins 32-8% = 42</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(1) The prevalence of twins found in the MND death certificate population (1:70) is greater than that first published for 1938-40 (1:80) when the incidence of twin births was already declining, thus the method is not underascertaining twins.

(2) The proportion of same sex to different sex twins among the complete twin sample is comparable with the first published ratio.

(3) The sex ratio and age distribution of the twin probands at death were very similar to those found in the utilised MND death certificate population, and any differences were not significant.

(4) The study ratio of dizygotic:monzygotic twins (2:1) found among those whose zygosity was established (77 probands) was the same as the estimated ratio in the general population.

As with all research methodologies, the death discordant twin method has weaknesses, as follows.

Accuracy of death certification
Reliance on the diagnosis certified at the time of death was one of the main problems with the death discordant twin method. The authenticity of the MND diagnosis in the probands could not be guaranteed. However, in retrospective studies in Britain and the United States 72%-91% of known cases of MND death certificates were found to quote the correct diagnosis.

Appropriate questioning of the interviewees helped to confirm the probands’ MND diagnoses and the medical records were examined where possible.

Dependence on proxy information
Another important weakness with this methodology was that information relating to the proband could only be obtained from their co-twin or relative. When using proxy information, error is likely to arise because the surrogate may not be able to provide detailed information about aspects of the proband’s lifestyle. In an attempt to reduce this problem the spouse or other close relative of the proband was interviewed if possible.

Loss of twin pairs from the sample
The number of living co-twins traced (45-3%) was less than expected for three reasons that were only quantified by doing a formal search of the co-twins. These were: (a) infant mortality resulting in the loss of 22-7% of the co-twins, with a disproportionate number being different sex twins. This will not have biased the twin sample as it is a population phenomenon affecting all twins born in England and Wales during the same time period; (b) with the age range for MND development being 45-75 years for most patients, some co-twins succumbed to other diseases before or shortly after the index twin (24-2%). The methodology of this study allowed the ascertainment of such pairs, and therefore produced a more diverse twin sample than in conventional twin studies. When the co-twin died before the proband, the pair were excluded from the concordance rate calculations; (c) many female co-twins married before instigation of the...
NHS-CR in the late 1940s. Hence, it was very difficult to identify the correct marriage entries for women with fairly common surnames (5-5%).

Twin zygosity
Classification of zygosity was only possible by a single validated zygosity questionnaire,26 supported by childhood photographs. The results produced from this questionnaire for each twin pair were unambiguously classifiable as monozygotic or dizygotic. There is no reason to think that the accuracy shown by Magnus et al for single twin use (96.1%) should be any lower among this twin sample,26 although its validity when determining zygosity of a twin pair when both are dead via a first degree relative is unknown.

Miscellaneous sources of possible biases
Non-systematic bias may have occurred throughout: (a) human error in searching records for the co-twins; (b) reaction of GP's to the study; (c) agreement or not of the co-twin to be interviewed. No co-twins; were lost through lack of response from GPs, but nine living co-twins were too ill or refused to be interviewed. A final potential source of bias could have arisen if the interviewer had preconceived ideas about the aetiology of MND, and thus unwittingly focused the interviews on supporting elements. To minimise this a tightly structured questionnaire was followed during each interview.

The Genetic Element of MND
The conservative monozygotic probandwise concordance rate of 9-5% is small, but to be expected in a disease like MND which is rare (0-005% or 5 per 100 000). It has been stressed that this does not mean heritability is negligible.48 The "correlation of liability" estimation is less reliable when the disease frequency is extremely small, so the calculated figure for the monozygotic twins (0-717 (SEM 0-13) is probably an overestimation of the degree to which shared genetic factors determine the manifestation of MND. Although it clearly shows a significant contribution. The relatively small monozygotic twin sample means that the SEM quoted for the monozygotic "correlation of liability" is large, but does not negate the overall interpretation.

Although the use of the proxy dizygotic concordance rates gives a wide range of heritability, the finding that between 38% and 85% of variation in MND is due to inherited factors indicate that even in so-called sporadic MND, with a conservative approach to analysis of the data, genetic influences are significant.

Familial MND
Six per cent of the probands (four) had a family history of MND, which followed an autosomal dominant inheritance pattern. This is similar to that found in previous studies (5%-10%).47 Interestingly, among the two multiple affected families with monozygotic probands, only one pair have both succumbed to the disease so far. The other pair have remained discordant up to interview (6-5 years) and were still discordant after a further two years.

Environmental Risk Factors for MND
The results obtained from the case-control study of environmental exposures imply that exposure to petrochemicals, paints, and associated industrial chemicals increase the risk of developing MND. Evidence for this comes from the large ORs obtained individually for activities that involve exposure to such chemicals. Car/vehicle maintenance and occupational paint usage produced highly significant ORs individually and within the conditional logistic regression model. "DIY regularity" and non-professional social class individually produced ORs that were significant, or nearly significant at the accepted P < 0.05 respectively, although they only produced a combined effect in the logistic regression model. Supporting these findings related to two factors (car/vehicle maintenance; "non-professional social class") comes from the recent Decennial Supplement on Occupational Mortality,51 which reports that motor mechanics have an increased proportional mortality ratio of 139 (95% CI 105-181) for MND.

The small numbers available for the case-control study may have resulted in insufficient power to detect other significant risk factors. In matched pair analysis, only the difference between the discordant pair data is considered, and for most variables investigated in this study involved only a small portion of the total sample. The two strongest variables (car/vehicle maintenance and occupational paint usage) had a 95% CI greater than 1-0, although all the other six positively associated variables from univariate analyses (table 2) had ORs that could be of clinical value. The nature of the exposure in most cases was chronic, rather than acute, which makes causative relations very difficult to identify, and by definition any statistical associations weak.

Interest in the possible role of noxious chemicals in the aetiology of MND has increased in recent times. Several studies of occupational data and MND have suggested a positive relation between MND and solvent exposure,50-53 although the occupations and chemicals involved have varied. Solvent exposure alone did not seem to be a risk factor for MND among the twin sample. Solvents as a group are so widely used in both industry and for domestic purposes that it is not surprising to find no direct relation. They are, however, important components used in conjunction with both petrochemicals and paints, and these may therefore have a positive relation with MND under certain conditions. There have been case reports of MND type syndromes developing after acute exposure to specific chemicals such as ant pesticide.54 The male preponderance of MND55-57 supports the likelihood that exposure to industrial chemicals has a significant causative role, as men are more likely to carry out activities using noxious chemicals. More subtle or hidden expo-
sure could be sufficient to cause disease, but is very difficult to determine. Many co-twins reported only indirect contact, but may have experienced appreciable degrees of exposure of which they were unaware.

As MND is a neurodegenerative disease which exhibits increasing incidence with age, any environmental influence on its development is more likely to be of a chronic nature, possibly over long periods. Alternatively, the aging nervous system may become more sensitive, particularly the motor neurons to environmental assaults, so smaller amounts of chemicals may inflict increasing damage over shorter periods in susceptible people.

Conclusions
The study provides:

- A new methodology that facilitates the collection of a large twin sample in rare diseases, which is representative of the chosen population
- Collection of the largest twin sample reported for the investigation of MND
- Evidence that there is a genetic influence in the aetiology of so-called sporadic MND accounting for 38–85% of the risk, leading to a predisposition for MND which is triggered by one or many exogenous factors
- Evidence to implicate industrial chemicals, particularly the constituents of petrochemicals and paints, in the aetiology of MND.
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